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There is 
Before and After
Deep Fake videos



Are we currently standing on the verge 
of justified permanent suspicion 
against every piece of visual 

information? 



1.THE BEFORE



William H. Mumler in the 1860s 
- double exposure technique

Spirit Photography



Tall-Tale Postcards

Bringing in the Sheaves, 1908
Kansas City, Missouri, USA

Kickers with Frogs, 1913
Waupun, Wisconsin, USA



Cottingley Fairies hoax



Retouching history



Retouching history



Retouching history



Different head / different body



Fake news

https://en.unesco.org/fightfakenews



Strategies to detect 
digitally manipulated images

- Image reverse search
- Get image metadata
- Check the light/shadows
- Use photo-manipulation detection tools,

e.g. https://29a.ch/photo-forensics/





Researchers explaining the algorithm: https://youtu.be/9Yq67CjDqvw

"Synthesizing Obama: Learning Lip Sync from Audio" 
(The University of Washington 2017)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQ54GDm1eL0


2. DEEP FAKE VIDEOS



Deepfakes refer to any photo-realistic 
audiovisual content produced with the aid of 

deep learning. It also refers to the 
technology creating it. The term implies its 
misuse for illicit or unethical purposes.



FakeApp available on Reddit







Belgian socialist party circulates 
‘deep fake’ Donald Trump video



Deep Learning



Deep Learning

machine learning

we teach computer systems to effectively perform a specific task

without explicit instructions

 computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing, audio recognition, 

social network filtering, machine translation, bioinformatics, drug design, medical image 

analysis, material inspection, board games, etc.

using deep neural networks (DNNs)



Deep Neural Network (DNN)

deep

network

of neurons

inspired by information processing and communication patterns

in biological nervous systems



Neuron



Artificial Neuron



Artificial Neural Network (ANN)



Deep Neural Network (DNN)



Deep Neural Network (DNN)



Deep Neural Network (DNN)



Deep Neural Network (DNN)



Deep Neural Network (DNN)



3. THE AFTER



Generative 
Adversarial 
Networks 
(GANs)



Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
● introduced in 2014 by Ian Goodfellow and other 

researchers at the University of Montreal

● https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661

● two neural networks contesting each other
○ discriminative network

○ generative network



Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)



StyleGAN (NVIDIA)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1by05eX424


StyleGAN (NVIDIA)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSLJriaOumA&t=28


StyleGAN (NVIDIA)













thispersondoesnotexist.com



NVIDIA Research: “GauGAN”
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5U4NgVGAwg&t=28




But how to distinguish
between reality and fiction

anymore?







MIT Video Magnification: https://people.csail.mit.edu/mrub/vidmag/



In Ictu Oculi: Exposing AI Generated Fake Face Videos by Detecting Eye Blinking: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.02877



4. CRYPTOGRAPHY



Authenticity of digitally signed image

● Canon OSK-E3 (Original Data Security Kit), 2007

● encryption/decryption, verification function

for authenticating image originality

● not only image data (pixels)

● but also metadata (GPS coordinates + time)

● only top DSLR models



hacked in 2010 by Dmitry Sklyarov



Authenticity of digitally signed video

Credibility and Authenticity of Digitally Signed 
Videos in Traffic (2008)

by Ivan Grgurević, Adam Stančić, Pero Škorput





Problems

Centralized

Not universal

Algorithms can be hacked

Insufficient proof of creation



Solution

1. record 30s of video
2. compute hash of recorded chunk
3. submit hash to public blockchain
4. go to step 1



Solution (?)

https://app.ambervideo.co/public/



Solution (?)

https://app.ambervideo.co/public/



For more information check YouTube’s video: https://youtu.be/1PGm8LslEb4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PGm8LslEb4&t=224


5. THE FUTURE



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T10BVcRfYO4&t=73


Thank you!

Contact us:

@lenkahamosova
@pavolrusnak

lenka@hamosova.com
pavol@rusnak.io

Check also: ALT.TAB (FB)
Critical & Speculative 
Design Platform


